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ABSTRACT: We discuss the synthesis and properties of plasmonic
zirconium nitride nanocrystals produced using a nonthermal plasma
reactor. The process enables the continuous conversion of chemical
precursors into free-standing ∼10 nm diameter nanoparticles.
Oxidation limits the resonant plasmon energy from ∼2.6 eV for ideal
unoxidized particles to ∼2.1 eV for particles exposed to air at room
temperature. A simple modiﬁcation to the plasma process allows the inﬂight growth of a conformal silicon oxynitride shell onto the zirconium
nitride core. The shell inhibits the oxidation of the core, resulting in
particles with a plasmon energy of 2.35 eV. These particles show good
plasmonic behavior even after annealing in air at 300 °C, largely
improved when compared to unprotected particles that oxidize and lose
plasmonic activity at the same temperature. This work represents a step
toward the development of earth-abundant, thermally and chemically
resistant nanoparticles that can oﬀer an inexpensive alternative to gold and silver and extended applicability in harsh
environments.
or laser ablation of TiN powder targets,22 both of which have
limitations with respect to material yield and particle size
distribution control.
ZrN nanoparticles have so far attracted signiﬁcantly less
attention than TiN nanoparticles. Reinholdt et al. used laser
ablation of a compacted ZrN target in a N2 atmosphere to
produce monodisperse ZrN nanoparticles with sizes less than
10 nm.23 These particles were not free-standing but deposited
directly onto a silica substrate. Optical characterization
revealed a plasmonic resonance within the visible spectrum.23
ZrN nanoparticles have also been made by zirconium wire
explosion in a nitrogen atmosphere,24 by pulsed wire
discharge,25 and by microwave-mediated synthesis.26 None of
these latter three processes succeeded in creating uniform
small ZrN nanoparticles, and none of these particles were
characterized optically.24−26
Recent reports, including that from our own group, suggest
that nonthermal plasmas oﬀer a novel approach for the
production of plasmonic TiN nanoparticles.27,28 While these
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ocalized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) has
garnered interest in a variety of ﬁelds such as
photocatalysis,1 photovoltaics,2 solar thermophotovol3
taics, biophotonics,4 and sensing.5−7 Gold and silver
nanostructures have been applied in all of the ﬁelds mentioned
above because of the ease with which they can be produced at
the lab scale.8,9 However, concerns related to cost, material
abundance, and thermal stability motivate the search for
alternative plasmonic materials. Among such alternatives,
group IVB transition-metal nitrides, such as titanium nitride
(TiN), zirconium nitride (ZrN), and hafnium nitride (HfN),
show particular promise.10,11 These materials have been well
studied in hard-coating applications due to their high thermal
stability and ceramic-like mechanical properties. They exhibit
metal-like optical and electronic properties and show LSPR in
the visible spectrum if produced in a nanoparticle or
nanostructure format.12−15
While group IVB metal nitride ﬁlms can be produced by
techniques such as sputtering and chemical vapor deposition,16−20 their synthesis in nanoparticle form is challenging.
For the case of TiN, which to date has attracted the most
attention from this class of materials, proposed nanoparticle
synthesis approaches include the nitridation of TiO2 powders21
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the nonthermal plasma system used to synthesize plasmonic ZrN nanoparticles. (b) TEM micrograph of
crystalline ZrN nanoparticles. (c) XRD pattern of a sample conﬁrming a cubic ZrN structure. (d) High-resolution STEM image of a single
ZrN particle showing crystal lattice fringes and (e) corresponding FFT indicating the standard plane separation aligning with that for the
cubic-ZrN(111) plane. (f) STEM-EDS map showing atomic oxygen (green) and zirconium (red) distributions in a selected group of
nanoparticles.

plasmonic structures, relevant for applications such as
thermophotovoltaics.
A schematic of the reactor used here is shown in Figure 1a.
The design is based on the scheme commonly utilized for the
production of small silicon particles and is very similar to the
one that our group has recently used to produce plasmonic
TiN nanocrystals.27 Anhydrous ZrCl4 (Alfa Aesar), NH3
(AirGas), and Ar are used to nucleate and grow the ZrN
nanoparticles. The delivery of the zirconium precursor requires
special attention because ZrCl4 has a relatively low vapor
pressure and is solid at room temperature.41 The precursor is
placed in an alumina boat inside of a tube furnace upstream of
the plasma reactor. The ZrCl4 eﬀective ﬂow rate is controlled
by tuning the temperature of the furnace and the reactor
pressure (Figure S1). For all samples discussed in this work,
the furnace was held at 180 °C and the pressure was 5 Torr.
The length of the plasma reactor is 20 cm, and the residence
time in the plasma reactor, calculated based on the total gas
ﬂow velocity, is 230 ms (Figure S2). NH3 (10 sccm) is injected
into the system downstream of the heated ZrCl4 chamber and
allowed to mix with the precursor vapors prior to entering the
plasma. The gas mixture is ﬂown through a 2.5 cm diameter
quartz tube with a 5 cm wide thin copper plate wrapped
around as the electrode. The vacuum ﬂange downstream of the
electrode serves as electrical ground, with a distance of ∼12.5
cm separating the downstream edge of the electrode and the
ground. The gas is ionized in a 180 W capacitively coupled
plasma driven by a 13.56 MHz (RF) power supply. The
reaction product is collected downstream on a stainless steel
mesh ﬁlter. The material as-collected from this system is
contaminated by ammonium salts, which are a byproduct of
the ZrCl4,(v)−NH3 reaction.42 These have high vapor pressure
and are removed by annealing the powder at 250 °C and 0.30
Torr in 90 sccm of argon ﬂow for 1 h. XRD conﬁrms removal
of the ammonium salts during this step (Figure S3). The
typical powder production rate is ∼20 mg/h. Details regarding
material characterization and FDTD simulations are included
in the Supporting Information.
Structural and morphological characterization of a ZrN
sample produced under optimized conditions is presented in
Figure 1b−f. The TEM micrograph (Figure 1b) shows that the

reactors were originally developed for the synthesis of silicon
quantum dots,29 several studies conﬁrm that these reactors are
compatible with a broad range of materials that include, for
example, zinc oxide,30 silicon carbide,31 and various metals.32,33
With this work, we provide evidence that these lowtemperature, nonthermal systems are compatible with the
synthesis of small ZrN nanoparticles. We have developed a
continuous-ﬂow nonthermal plasma process for the nucleation
and growth of ZrN nanoparticles starting from zirconium
tetrachloride (ZrCl4) and ammonia (NH3) as precursors. The
resulting nanoparticles have a relatively narrow size distribution with size between 5 and 10 nm. They are also freestanding; they are collected as dry powder, which can then be
redispersed in a solvent. This opens the possibility of further
functionalizing the particles as needed and coating them or
printing them onto the surface of interest for various
applications.
In this contribution, we describe extensive structural,
compositional, and optical characterization of the particles,
and we compare the produced material to the theoretically
predicted behavior for ZrN nanoparticles. The material
characterization, coupled with ﬁnite-diﬀerence time-domain
(FDTD) simulations of the optical cross section of the
material, suggests that oxidation plays a signiﬁcant role in
determining the optical response of the ZrN nanoparticles,
with oxidation leading to a signiﬁcant reduction in resonant
energy. This conclusion is consistent with previous observations.23 To address the oxidation issue, we look at previous
studies on oxidation in bulk transition-metal nitride coatings.34−40 One proposed solution involves incorporating
nonmetallic elements such as silicon into the material.37−40
In these ZrN thin ﬁlms and coatings, silicon tends to form a
SiNx phase, which surrounds the ZrN grains and reduces the
rate of oxidation.38,39 Inspired by this approach, we introduce a
second plasma immediately after the ZrN-producing stage to
grow, in-ﬂight, a silicon-based protective shell. The coating
signiﬁcantly improves the optical response of the particles by
limiting oxidation and the corresponding red shift in LSPR
energy. Most importantly, it also improves oxidation resistance
at moderately high temperatures in air. This is signiﬁcant for
recent proposals for the control of thermal emission using
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crystalline ZrN particles have a generally spherical shape and
are fairly monodisperse in size. A particle size distribution was
generated from a series of low-magniﬁcation TEM images,
showing an average particle size of 8.2 nm with a standard
deviation of 1.9 nm (Figure S4), which is comparable to that of
other nanoparticles produced with a reactor of this type.27−33
In Figure 1c, the XRD pattern indicates the presence of cubicphase ZrN. The high-resolution STEM image in Figure 1d and
the corresponding fast-Fourier transform (FFT) pattern
(Figure 1e) generated from the highlighted region align with
standards for the lattice spacing of the ZrN(111) plane.43
The diﬀraction pattern in Figure 1c also indicates some
oxidation evidenced by the broad shoulders of the (111) and
(220) peaks. Our assignment of this shoulder to an oxidation
eﬀect is motivated by additional measurements performed on
powder annealed in air at increasing temperature, showing
continuous growth of this shoulder relative to the cubic-ZrN
diﬀraction pattern (Figure S5). Additionally, in Figure 1f, a
high-resolution EDS map of ZrN particles as-produced from
the system shows the distribution of oxygen and zirconium in
each particle. Oxygen segregates at the surface of the particles
in a conformal shell around a nitrogen- and zirconium-rich
core, which explains the apparent amorphous coating on the
surface of the particles seen in Figure 1b. The surface oxidation
evident in Figure 1 is a result of exposure to air occurring when
the samples are extracted from the reactor. While air-free
handling of the samples is possible, it is tedious and in our view
not as eﬀective as directly growing a protective layer onto the
particle surface, as will be discussed later in this Letter.
In Figure S6, we show the elemental composition for ﬁve
diﬀerent spots overlapping ﬁve particles from the EDS map
seen in Figure 1f. We should stress that an exact quantiﬁcation
is challenging because of the small size of the particles and
because of the spatial overlapping of particles on top of each
other in the image. The measured Zr/N atomic ratio is 1.71 on
average, with a large standard deviation of 0.57. This suggests
that the particles are not perfectly stoichiometric as produced,
likely making them even more oxygen-sensitive. A more
detailed analysis of their optical properties provides additional
insight into their composition.
Figure 2a shows the optical extinction spectrum for the same
sample shown in Figure 1, and the inset shows a photograph of
the corresponding dispersion in DI water. There is a clear peak
at 585 nm (2.12 eV; fwhm ≈ 0.83 eV) that we attribute to
LSPR in the ZrN nanoparticles. Repeated spectroscopic
measurements on the same sample yield a deviation in the
peak position of 3 nm. The spectrum is repeatable for diﬀerent
samples produced under the same conditions within a
deviation of ∼20 nm and moderate deviation in the peak
intensity and width using the same operating conditions. In
their synthesis of plasmonic ZrN nanoparticles, Reinholdt et al.
observed similar optical properties to what we observe: an
extinction peak at 653 nm (1.9 eV) with a fwhm of ∼0.8 eV.23
In Figure 2b, we provide a comparison of FDTD-simulated
optical properties of ideal ZrN nanoparticles (black) and
oxidized ZrN nanoparticles (blue). We also include gold
nanoparticles (red) for the sake of comparison (all with radii of
5 nm). FDTD models of spherical 5 nm radius ZrN
nanoparticles yield a predicted a plasmonic extinction peak
at 479 nm (2.58 eV) with a fwhm of ∼0.45 eV. Our
experimental data does not conform well to these values, but
we are able to reproduce the observed experimental spectrum
by modeling a particle with an oxide structure informed by the

Figure 2. Experimental (a) and simulated (b) optical properties of
ZrN nanoparticles. The black curve in (b) corresponds to 5 nm
ZrN particles, the dashed red to 5 nm Au particles, and the blue to
particles with the oxidation geometry demonstrated in the inset
ﬁgure. (c) Experimental (blue) and simulated (black) measurements of the shift in peak position with an increasing refractive
index of the surrounding medium. The inset in (a) is an image of
ZrN particles dispersed in water. The insets in (c) show measured
extinction curves from sample dispersed in lowest and highest
refractive index solutions.

TEM data in Figure 1. The experimental data is well-modeled
using a core−shell particle structure, in which the core consists
of a homogeneous mixture of 90% ZrN and 10% ZrO2
(making (ZrN)0.9(ZrO2)0.1) and the shell consists of pure
ZrO2. The thickness of the shell is adjusted to account for the
volume change of a 1 nm thick (ZrN)0.9(ZrO2)0.1 shell
transforming into pure ZrO2 assuming no loss of zirconium
atoms, yielding a new shell thickness of 1.24 nm; a schematic
of this geometry is shown in the inset to Figure 2b. This
composition (atom % Zr = 39.90, atom % N = 19.71, atom %
O = 40.39) has a Zr/N ratio of 2.02, in good agreement with
the measured stoichiometry from Figure S7.
In order to conﬁrm the plasmonic nature of the extinction
peaks shown in Figure 2a, we have monitored the variation in
peak position in solvents with varying refractive index.44,45 We
compare the extinction of particles from one ZrN sample
dispersed in graded mixtures of DI water (n = 1.333) and
ethylene glycol (n = 1.474). The two solvents are miscible, and
the refractive index of mixtures of the two solvents trends
linearly with the weight fraction of the mixture between that of
each pure solvent.46 Simulations were run using the particle
oxidation geometry shown in the inset in Figure 2b with varied
medium refractive index surrounding the particle. The
experimental samples were all derived from a stock dispersion
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic of the nonthermal plasma system used to synthesize plasmonic ZrN-Si nanoparticles with the addition noted by a red
box. (b) TEM micrograph of ZrN-Si nanoparticles. (c) STEM-EDS map showing the atomic oxygen (green), zirconium (red), and silicon
(blue) distribution in a selected group of nanoparticles. (d) XRD pattern of the ZrN-Si sample (purple), conﬁrming a cubic ZrN structure
with no presence of silicon. Data are overlaid on the pattern for the ZrN sample for comparison. (e) XPS data showing the Zr 3d binding
energy for both ZrN-Si (above) and ZrN (below) samples. Fits are included for the Zr−N doublet (purple), Zr−O doublet (blue), and their
sum.

of ZrN in DI water. A plot showing both the experimental and
simulated extinction peak position as a function of refractive
index for 0, 25, 50, and 75 wt % dilutions of ethylene glycol in
DI water is shown in Figure 2c. As expected, the extinction
peak red shifts with increasing refractive index. Using precious
metal nanostructures, a shift in peak position down to 1 nm
has been correlated with a shift of 0.006 in refractive index.45
We observe a weaker dependence for our material, both
simulated and experimentally, which we attribute to the
dielectric ZrO2 layer at the surface of the particles. Nevertheless, the good agreement in peak shift between the
experimental and the FDTD calculations provides additional
validation that our partially oxidized core−oxide shell structure
is a reasonably good description of the produced material.
We have also attempted to use these ZrN nanoparticles for
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy, as shown in Figure S7.
We deposited ZrN particles onto a quartz slide and adsorbed
Rhodamine 6G (R6G) dye (SigmaAldrich) onto their surface.
This molecule is routinely used as a Raman marker.47 We have
monitored the resulting Raman spectra using diﬀerent
excitation wavelengths: 532, 633, and 785 nm. The spectra
have been normalized with respect to the laser power to make
them comparable. A peak at 1651 cm−1 is observed when using
the 633 nm probe, which is close to the peak plasmon
resonance of the particles. While this measurement provides
additional conﬁrmation of the plasmonic nature of the visible
extinction band, the quality of the spectra is aﬀected by the fact
that only very low incident laser powers could be used,
especially for the 633 nm probe. Beam-induced degradation
and “burning” has been a serious issue for this measurement,
suggesting that this material is likely very eﬀective for
photothermal applications.
To summarize, while we do observe LSPR in the ZrN
nanoparticles shown here, the behavior is deﬁcient relative to
stoichiometric, nonoxidized ZrN nanoparticles of the same
size. We attribute this discrepancy to oxidation, a conclusion
supported by both the TEM data and by the good agreement
between the FDTD calculations and the measured extinction

spectra. A novel strategy for the mitigation of the oxidation
eﬀects will be described next.
Following from the extensive work studying oxidation and
oxidation mitigation in ZrN coatings and ﬁlms,39−41,44 we
introduce a protective silicon-based coating on the surface of
the ZrN particles. This is achieved by injecting silane (SiH4)
gas at 1.4% dilution in argon downstream of the ﬁrst plasma to
initiate the growth of a silicon-containing shell onto the ZrN
nanoparticles. The SiH4 ﬂow is 25 sccm (0.35 sccm SiH4
accounting for the argon balance), and the second plasma is
run at very low RF power (<10 W) to avoid the nucleation of
silicon nanoparticles. The material is then collected and
annealed to remove NH4Cl contamination in the same manner
as is done for uncoated ZrN nanoparticles. A schematic of the
modiﬁed system is shown in Figure 3a. For distinction, the
silicon-coated particles will henceforth be referred to as ZrNSi.
Structural and morphological characterization of a representative ZrN-Si sample is shown in Figure 3b−e. The TEM
image in Figure 3b shows that the coating is amorphous,
conformal, and with a thickness of ∼2 nm. The high-resolution
EDS map of ZrN-Si particles in Figure 3c shows the
distribution of silicon and oxygen in the shell and a
zirconium-rich core with minimal oxygen and silicon.
XRD of a ZrN-Si sample (Figure 3d) conﬁrms that the
material is still crystalline ZrN and there is no contribution
from crystalline silicon or silicon nitride. In Figure 3d, the
diﬀraction pattern from ZrN-Si (solid purple line) is overlaid
on a diﬀraction pattern from a ZrN sample without the
protective shell (dashed blue line), conﬁrming that the
crystallite size is negligibly unaﬀected by the coating process
and that the shoulder adjacent to the ZrN (111) peak
previously attributed to ZrO2 is eliminated in the ZrN-Si
sample.
Figure 3e shows Zr 3d peaks from XPS spectra of ZrN and
ZrN-Si nanoparticles. After subtracting a background calculated by the Tougaard method,48 the Zr 3d feature is ﬁt with
four peaks, accounting for the 3d 5/2 and 3/2 doublets for
Zr−O and Zr−N bond energies. The doublet peaks were ﬁt in
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Origin with a Gaussian proﬁle maintaining a standard 2.43
energy diﬀerence and a 0.66 peak area ratio between the 5/2
and 3/2 peaks, following the standard procedure as described
in prior work.32 There is signiﬁcantly less contribution from
Zr−O bonds in the ZrN-Si sample relative to the ZrN sample,
as indicated by the intensities of the Zr−O peaks (blue curve
proﬁles) relative to the Zr−N peaks (pink curve proﬁles). The
Zr−N peaks in the ZrN sample are also blue-shifted to higher
energies than expected from standard values, indicating that
the surface-bonding structure is likely closer to N−Zr−O
rather than N−Zr−N.34
The silicon bonding in the ZrN-Si sample inferred from the
ﬁtting of the Si 2p peak (Figure S8) supports the conclusions
from prior experiments studying silicon in ZrN coatings and
ﬁlms, namely, that silicon preferentially forms covalent Si−N
and Si−O bonds39,49 (pink and orange lines in Figure S8,
respectively) instead of alloying with the ZrN crystal
structure.39 This, along with diﬀraction and TEM/EDS studies,
indicates that the coating does not aﬀect the underlying
plasmonic ZrN nanocrystal and is an eﬀective protection
technique against oxidation of the plasmonic core.
In Figure 4a, the optical extinction spectrum shows the eﬀect
that this coating has on the plasmonic behavior. The
photograph of the ZrN-Si powder dispersed in water in the
inset of the ﬁgure shows that the coating has an eﬀect that is
clearly distinguishable even by the naked eye, with the
dispersion appearing deep purple in color instead of blue.
While we expect the peak to red shift with the introduction of a
high refractive index medium on the surface of the plasmonic
material (n ≈ 2.02 for Si3N450 and n ≈ 1.47 for SiO251), the
peak is blue shifted to 527 nm (2.35 eV), the intensity is
signiﬁcantly increased when the spectra are normalized to the
extinction at 350 nm, and the peak width is reduced to ∼0.66
eV. The ZrN-Si extinction spectrum (solid purple) is overlaid
on the theoretical ZrN extinction spectrum (dashed blue line)
for comparison, showing that the LSPR is evidently closer to
the theoretically predicted behavior with the addition of the
coating.
In Figure 4b, we show FDTD-simulated extinction behavior
for ideal ZrN (black), oxidized ZrN with the same geometry as
that used in Figure 2b (blue), ZrN with a 2 nm
(Si3N4)0.7(SiO2)0.3 shell (purple, schematic inset), and gold
(red) for reference. All simulated particles are 10 nm in
diameter with the exception of the ZrN-Si, in which the ZrN
core is 10 nm in diameter and the shell is an additional 2 nm
thick. While we acknowledge that the shell is an amorphous
oxynitride, for simplicity, we model it using the dielectric
function for crystalline Si3N4 with 30% volume inclusion of
SiO2 generated via the Maxwell-Garnett model.52,53
A plot showing both the experimental and simulated
extinction peak position as a function of refractive index for
0, 25, 50, and 75 wt % dilutions of ethylene glycol in DI water
is shown in Figure 4c. We observe a much weaker LSPR
dependence on the surrounding refractive index for ZrN-Si
relative to uncoated ZrN. The dependence is also somewhat
weaker compared to the theoretical data for the silicon
oxynitride structure described earlier (see Figure 4b). A much
more detailed and reﬁned treatment of the optical properties of
the shell (which, for instance, has amorphous structure while
the model uses the optical constants for crystalline silicon
oxide and nitride) may lead in the future to a theoretical
prediction that is closer to the experimental data.

Figure 4. Experimental (a) and simulated (b) optical properties of
ZrN-Si nanoparticles (purple lines). In (a), the extinction curve for
ZrN is shown (dashed blue line) for comparison. The black curve
in (b) corresponds to 5 nm ZrN particles, the dashed red to 5 nm
Au particles, blue to particles with the oxidation geometry used in
Figure 1, and purple to ZrN-Si particles with structure
demonstrated in the inset. (c) Experimental (purple) and
simulated (black) measurements of the shift in peak position
with an increasing refractive index of the surrounding medium.
The inset in (a) is an image of ZrN-Si particles dispersed in water.
The inset in (c) shows measured extinction curves from the sample
dispersed in lowest and highest refractive index solutions.

Finally, we investigated the stability of our plasma-produced
ZrN particles under thermal annealing in air, with the goal of
further elucidating the role of the silicon oxynitride shell on the
robustness of the material. For this experiment, we started with
two batches of ZrN and ZrN-Si powder, split each sample into
seven aliquots, and annealed each in air for 1 h at incrementally
increasing temperatures. The material was then dispersed in DI
water and characterized optically, with the results shown in
Figure 5. For ease of comparison, the spectra are normalized at
350 nm, and Figure 5a,b shows both plotted on the same
vertical scales.
Figure 5a shows the eﬀect of oxidation on optical extinction
in uncoated ZrN nanoparticles. The LSPR is relatively stable
even after annealing in air at 150 °C for 1 h. After annealing at
higher temperatures, the peak is signiﬁcantly quenched, until it
is completely eliminated after annealing at 400 °C. This sample
appears light blue/white, and from XRD, it appears to be
crystalline ZrO2 (Figure S5). Figure 5b shows the same
experiment conducted with ZrN-Si nanoparticles. While the
initial LSPR for the ZrN-Si particles is already improved from
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position and height trends for ZrN samples annealed
at increasing temperatures in air, EDS quantiﬁcation of
ZrN nanoparticle compositions, plot demonstrating
SERS on-resonance with ZrN particles, with description
of measurement parameters, and Si 2p binding energy
region in the XPS spectrum from the ZrN-Si sample
(PDF)
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Figure 5. Extinction spectra for ZrN (a) and ZrN-Si (b) particles
annealed in air for 1 h at increasing temperatures. Spectra are
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for ease of comparison.
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that for ZrN, the LSPR is retained under harsher oxidative
conditions as well. In fact, the LSPR in ZrN-Si after annealing
in air at 300 °C for 1 h approximates the same response from
uncoated, nonannealed ZrN particles.
To summarize, we have demonstrated the synthesis of
plasmonic ZrN nanoparticles using a nonthermal plasma
reactor. Among the advantages of the process are the
reasonably high material yield and narrow particle size
distribution. It should be stressed that the produced material
consists of freestanding particles, making it compatible with
further postprocessing and handling in solution. We can
produce near-stoichiometric powders, but the produced
material is nevertheless sensitive to oxidation. This leads to a
plasmon resonance at lower energy than theoretically expected.
By leveraging the properties of continuous-ﬂow plasma
reactors, we develop a novel approach for protection of the
plasmonic particles against oxidation, and we grow a protective
silicon-based shell in-ﬂight during material synthesis. This is
convenient because it does not aﬀect the overall mass
production rate and does not require any additional handling
of the material. The core−shell particles have a plasmonic
response that matches that of gold nanoparticles of the same
size. Most importantly, they showed improved resistance
against oxidation in air at moderate temperatures (400 °C).
While further engineering of the in-ﬂight coating step will likely
provide additional improvements in stability, this work already
represents a step toward the development of refractory
plasmonic materials with response in the visible spectrum,
which is relevant for light management applications at high
temperatures and in harsh environments.3,12,54,55
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